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INTRODUCTION

Electrophysiological signals recorded from the human brain provide
information critical to diagnose and treat neurological diseases, as well
as offering insight into cognitive processes (1, 2). The brain coordinates
neuronal activity across multiple spatial and temporal scales, making
acquisition and interpretation of these signals challenging (3). Neurons
communicate via action potentials or spikes, which can be recorded by
placing a sensor in close proximity to the neuron, or in some cases
individual axons. The aggregate synaptic and spiking activity of neurons [local field potential (LFP)] can be recorded with more distant
sensors but with decreasing spatial resolution as distance increases
(4). Placement of sensors in human subjects must minimize potential
adverse effects, such as local tissue damage, hemorrhage, infection, and
inflammation.
An optimal neural interface device to acquire electrophysiological signals from the human brain would be minimally invasive
yet capable of precisely localizing relevant physiological or pathological activity. Although recording large-scale signals from the scalp
[electroencephalography (EEG)] is often sufficient to guide clinical
practice, some patients with treatment-resistant focal epilepsy require higher spatial resolution diagnostics to guide surgical resection
of epileptic tissue (5). These patients undergo neurosurgery to record
activity from electrodes placed on the cortical surface [electrocorticography (ECoG)] (6) or inserted into brain tissue [stereotactic
depth electrodes (7)].
Current clinical devices for this purpose use subdurally placed electrodes that are approximately 0.5 to 5 mm in diameter and spaced 5 to
10 mm apart (6, 8, 9). Design specifications are based on historical
technological limitations rather than physiologically determined resolution for detecting epileptiform activity or mapping functional re1
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gions and networks. Recordings with tissue-penetrating electrode
arrays (40-mm diameter, 0.4- to 1-mm spacing) demonstrated that epileptiform activity, including high-frequency oscillations (10, 11) and
microseizures (12), can be localized with submillimeter anatomical
precision. Further, the ability to record neural spiking in concert with
LFP has clarified the propagation of seizure activity across the cortex
(13) and implied more precise margins for the seizure onset zone (14).
Despite their clinical benefits, these invasive electrodes can damage
tissue and are often restricted to regions in which resection is planned,
limiting their value in critical functions such as defining the border of
the epileptic focus and mapping of functional areas such as language
or motor cortex (15).
High-resolution ECoG arrays have been successfully used in large
animal models to examine LFP from various cortical areas (16, 17).
However, barriers exist in translating these arrays to human use. Technologies based on microelectromechanical system fabrication techniques allow scaling of electrodes to cover larger surfaces, but the
substrates currently used are not biocompatible or conformable
(18). To date, none of these arrays are capable of recording neural
spiking activity, due to the relatively large size and low density of
the recording sites.
NeuroGrids, composed of conducting polymer [poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene)/poly(styrenesulfonate) (PEDOT/PSS)] electrodes
patterned at neuron-size density into an ultrathin (4 mm) parylene
structure, allow acquisition of both high–spatial resolution LFP and
neural spiking activity from the cortical surface (19). Such arrays
can overcome the limitations of current neural interface devices because NeuroGrids do not penetrate or disrupt underlying brain tissue,
parylene is a biocompatible substrate commonly used for long-term
implantation in the human body, and the microfabrication process
can be scaled to cover larger surface areas. We designed and characterized NeuroGrids specifically for human use and investigated their
recording properties in subjects undergoing epilepsy surgery.

RESULTS

Our first instantiation of the NeuroGrid had a spatial coverage of
~1 mm2 to allow investigation of cortical microcircuitry in small rodent preparations (19–21). To cover a larger spatial area with the goal
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Localizing neuronal patterns that generate pathological brain signals may assist with tissue resection and intervention strategies in patients with neurological diseases. Precise localization requires high spatiotemporal recording
from populations of neurons while minimizing invasiveness and adverse events. We describe a large-scale, highdensity, organic material–based, conformable neural interface device (“NeuroGrid”) capable of simultaneously recording local field potentials (LFPs) and action potentials from the cortical surface. We demonstrate the feasibility
and safety of intraoperative recording with NeuroGrids in anesthetized and awake subjects. Highly localized and
propagating physiological and pathological LFP patterns were recorded, and correlated neural firing provided evidence about their local generation. Application of NeuroGrids to brain disorders, such as epilepsy, may improve
diagnostic precision and therapeutic outcomes while reducing complications associated with invasive electrodes
conventionally used to acquire high-resolution and spiking data.
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Fig. 1. NeuroGrid structure and characterization for intraoperative recording in
human subjects. (A) Photomicrograph of 240-channel NeuroGrid. Scale bar, 1 mm.
(B) Magnified microscopy image of 10-mm2 electrodes arranged in 2 x 2 tetrodes,
with 2-mm spacing between each tetrode. Physical perforations between electrode
groups are also visible (yellow circle). Scale bar, 1 mm. (C) High-density patterning of
conducting polymer–coated electrodes (10-mm2 surface area, 23-mm interelectrode
spacing) comprising a single tetrode. Scale bar, 20 mm. (D) Histogram demonstrating
impedance of 240 electrodes comprising a single NeuroGrid; yield = 87.5% (210 of
240 electrodes with impedance magnitude between 10 and 100 kilohm). Inset: representative electrochemical impedance magnitude and phase of a single electrode
across the range of physiological frequencies. (E) Intraoperative photograph showing
240-channel NeuroGrid (yellow circle) conforming to the surface of the cortex with
accompanying headstage. Scale bar, 1 cm.
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the cortical surface and an electrode array causes recording instability
and difficulty in recording high-frequency activity. To address this issue, we incorporated small (20 mm × 20 mm), regularly spaced physical
perforations into the structure of the parylene (Fig. 1B) to facilitate
extrusion and circulation of CSF after placement of the array onto
the cortical surface. This design element also ensured close conformation of the entire array to the curvilinear cortical surface with minimal
wrinkling and substantially decreased movement of the array relative
to the cortex during normal brain pulsations. Because these small perforations were microfabricated into the structure of the NeuroGrid,
they did not decrease the mechanical stability of the device.
The yield of functional electrodes (impedance, 10 to 100 kilohm)
within a single NeuroGrid was consistently high (80 to 100%; Fig. 1D).
Impedance was maintained over the range of physiological frequencies
(Fig. 1D, inset). Arrays were sterilized for intraoperative use with a
conventional gas sterilization protocol, and electrode impedance measurements were not altered between pre- and poststerilization. The
backend of the array was connected to a custom-made headstage
(18 mm × 26 mm × 0.6 mm) via a zero insertion force (ZIF) connector, and data (sampled at 20 kHz) were transmitted to the amplifier
via a thin, flexible cable capable of transmitting data from a maximum
of 128 channels. Therefore, data acquisition was performed using either one (for 120-electrode NeuroGrids) or two (for 240-electrode
NeuroGrids) headstages, each attached to one cable. This recording
setup allowed the neurosurgeon to suspend the headstage above the
brain surface with a flexible LEYLA arm, making it possible to accommodate recording from various sizes and orientations of craniotomies
(Fig. 1E). Placement of the array was dictated by the clinically indicated position of the craniotomy and was always adjacent to the
suspected seizure onset zone.
We successfully acquired LFP and action potentials with NeuroGrids from five human neurosurgery subjects (table S1). Subjects were
undergoing surgery with different general anesthetic regimes (n = 4)
or awake craniotomy for functional language mapping (n = 1). First,
we examined large-scale brain state–dependent dynamics and found
that LFP recorded with NeuroGrids matched known activity patterns
induced by anesthetic agents (24). In one subject, propofol generated a
burst suppression pattern characterized by periods of relative isoelectric activity alternating with periods of d (1 to 4 Hz) and a (8
to 12 Hz) band frequency oscillations, visible both in the raw LFP
trace and on associated spectrograms (Fig. 2A). In contrast, a subject
under sevoflurane anesthesia exhibited prominent, relatively continuous sequences of d, a, and b (10 to 20 Hz) band frequency oscillations
(Fig. 2B). For the awake subject, we recorded with a NeuroGrid in
parallel with two conventional strip electrodes connected to clinical
video EEG monitoring equipment. In this brain state, both recordings
demonstrated an a peak (~10 Hz) typical for awake subjects (Fig. 2, C
and D) (24). In addition, multiple interictal epileptiform discharges
(IEDs) were identified by both the NeuroGrid and clinical strips, visible as sharp transients on the raw LFP traces or spectrograms. NeuroGrid recordings contained proportionately more g band (>40 Hz)
power than the clinical recordings, potentially attributable to differences in electrode geometry and location. These data established the
ability of the neuron scale (10 mm2) NeuroGrid electrodes to capture
and compare brain state dynamics conventionally recorded with
much larger electrodes (approximately 12 mm2).
Next, we investigated LFP activity at higher spatiotemporal resolution. During sevoflurane anesthesia, epochs (300 to 3000 ms) of b
band frequency were prominent. We detected these epochs in the
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of monitoring the onset and propagation of physiological (22, 23) and
pathological (10) activity patterns in the human brain, we designed
NeuroGrids with either 120 or 240 electrodes to cover 420 or 840 mm2
of neocortex, respectively (Fig. 1A). We developed a patterned “tetrode”
configuration of electrodes to maintain the ability of the NeuroGrid
to record spikes from neurons comprising cortical microcircuits
over this larger cortical area without exceeding the number of electrodes capable of being recorded by current electrophysiological acquisition systems. Four electrodes, each sized 10 mm2, were arranged into
tetrodes with 23-mm interelectrode spacing. These tetrodes were evenly
distributed at 2-mm intervals across the array (Fig. 1, B and C). This
design permitted simultaneous recording of LFP at a relevant scale and
detection of neural firing from neurons on adjacent electrodes within
tetrodes. In addition, we added a strip of parylene on one edge of the
array to allow damage-free gripping with standard surgical forceps and
ease of placement on the cortical surface by the neurosurgeon.
Cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) circulation across the cortical surface is
important for brain homeostatic and metabolic processes. However,
the existence of substantial and/or changing amounts of fluid between
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raw LFP and trigger-averaged b band frequency power across the
array, revealing spatially coherent clustering of activity (Fig. 3A).
We also analyzed IEDs recorded by the NeuroGrid during awake craniotomy. Visualization of the raw IED waveform and its peak amplitude measurement across the spatial extent of the NeuroGrid revealed
a fine-scale patterning of activity with a restricted spatial distribution.
Furthermore, IED waveforms were not synchronous across the array,
and latency analysis demonstrated a progressive delay suggestive of
IED propagation (Fig. 3B).
In addition to fine-scale LFP acquisition, NeuroGrids can record
spiking activity from the cortical surface. High-pass–filtered (250 Hz)
traces from individual electrodes yielded spiking activity in both
anesthetized and awake subjects (Fig. 3C), although spontaneous
firing rates were higher in the awake subject as expected. Because of
the tetrode configuration of electrodes on our array, we could also
record action potential waveforms of individual neurons (spikes) on
adjacent electrodes. Spike waveforms displayed maximal peak negativity at the detection electrode, with a decrement in amplitude or polarity reversal on adjacent recording sites of the local tetrode (Fig. 3D),
Khodagholy et al. Sci. Adv. 2016; 2 : e1601027
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reflecting micrometer-scale sources and sinks in the extracellular
space. A key advantage of the tetrode configuration is that action
potential waveforms could be attributed to different neurons based
on their differential spatial pattern across the electrodes of the tetrode
(Fig. 3D, bottom left tetrode).
Furthermore, we examined the relationship between LFP and
spiking activity in anesthetized and awake subjects. Under anesthesia,
neurons significantly decreased their firing rate at the trough of local d
waves (“down” state; Fig. 3E), and a subset of neurons displayed
robust phase-locking to b frequency oscillations (Fig. 3F). The location
of these neurons corresponded to zones of maximal b frequency
power in the LFP. IEDs during waking were associated with decreased
firing of a subset of neurons over a restricted anatomical area after the
time of the local peak negativity of the IED waveform and corresponding to the post-spike slow wave (Fig. 3G). We did not observe
a robust increase in firing rate during the time of IED waveform,
potentially indicating that the NeuroGrid was outside of the seizure
onset zone, where neurons are largely inhibited (13). Together, these
analyses demonstrate that NeuroGrid recordings can simultaneously
3 of 8
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Fig. 2. Intraoperative NeuroGrid recordings reveal brain state dynamics in anesthetized and awake human subjects. (A) Raw LFP trace (top) and corresponding
low- (middle) and high-frequency (bottom) spectrograms from a subject under propofol anesthesia using a 120-electrode NeuroGrid; corresponding power spectrum
shown as an inset. Scale bar, 500 ms, 200 mV. a.u., arbitrary units. (B) Subject under low-concentration sevoflurane anesthesia using a 240-electrode NeuroGrid;
conventions as in (A). Scale bar, 500 ms, 200 mV. (C) NeuroGrid recording from awake subject participating in language mapping tasks using a 120-electrode NeuroGrid;
conventions as in (A). Scale bar, 1 s, 500 mV. (D) Clinical ECoG recording from awake subject in (C) participating in language mapping tasks; conventions as in (A). Scale
bar, 1 s, 500 mV.
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provide information about large-scale brain state, generation and
propagation of focal LFP patterns, and spiking activity of neurons.
What spatial sampling is required to identify the anatomical
distribution of various brain oscillations? Because the distances between pairs of electrodes on NeuroGrids ranged from 30 mm to
16 mm, we investigated this question by determining the coherence
over distance for various frequency bands (1 to 90 Hz) in anesthetized
and awake states. At mid-g frequency (75 to 90 Hz), a band that encompasses the maximal power generated by IEDs (9) and is often used
as a marker for local cortical processing in ECoG studies (25),
coherence decreased precipitously within 2 mm in both states, but
coherence was consistently lower during waking (Fig. 4, A and B).
We conducted a similar analysis for data recorded under anesthesia
with our 1-mm2 NeuroGrid to further examine the coherence decrease within the first millimeter and observed a relatively linear decrement (Fig. 4C). As predicted by theoretical models of spatial scale of
LFP (26), coherence was higher and decreased more slowly with
decreasing frequency. On the scale of neural spiking, action potentials
Khodagholy et al. Sci. Adv. 2016; 2 : e1601027
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from an individual neuron were only visible on electrodes within
50 mm of the electrode with the maximal waveform amplitude (Fig. 3D).
Overall, these analyses suggest that LFP patterns can be differentiated
at submillimeter distances and that high spatiotemporal resolution
sampling of neural activity can provide information about physiological and pathological cortical processes.

DISCUSSION

The NeuroGrids are capable of acquiring high spatiotemporal resolution neurophysiologic signals from the cortical surface in humans
and are amenable to translation to clinical use. NeuroGrids have several advantages compared to current clinical arrays or research arrays used in large animal models, including (i) ultrathin and
conformable structure, (ii) scalability and design variability, (iii) efficient preamplification and data transmission, and (iv) simultaneous
acquisition of LFP and action potentials without penetrating the
brain surface.
4 of 8
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Fig. 3. Spatial distribution of localized LFP and neural spiking activity across the NeuroGrid. (A) Raw LFP traces (left) from multiple recording electrodes of the
NeuroGrid in a subject under general anesthesia using a 120-electrode NeuroGrid demonstrating localized b frequency oscillation (blue) and d wave (green). Scale bar,
500 ms, 200 mV. Corresponding colormap of power in b frequency band across 8 × 15 array. (B) Raw LFP traces (left) from electrodes across the NeuroGrid in an awake
subject using a 120-electrode NeuroGrid reveal localized distribution of IED waveform. Scale bar, 0.5 s, 1 mV. Corresponding colormap of latency to maximal negativity
of IED waveform; * denotes reference electrode for latency measurement; electrodes that do not exhibit an IED waveform are in dark blue. (C) High-pass–filtered traces
(250 Hz) from subject in (B) during the listening phase of a language task (left) and from subject under anesthesia using a 240-electrode NeuroGrid (right). Red dashed
line shows 3× noise floor; red circles are peaks of detected action potentials. Scale bar, 25 ms, 60 mV. (D) Examples of the spatial extent of extracellular action potentials
over the geometry of the array by spike-triggered averaging during the detected spike times from subject in (B). Scale bar, 1.5 ms, 50 mV. (E) Average normalized neural
firing rate recorded from representative electrode during d wave (average waveform overlaid in black) from subject under sevoflurane anesthesia using 240-electrode
NeuroGrid. (F) Polar plot showing phase-locking of sample neural firing to b frequency oscillations recorded from representative electrode during sevoflurane anesthesia using a 120-electrode NeuroGrid. (G) Sample average normalized neural firing rate during time window of IED occurrence in awake subject. Black trace (top) is
average IED waveform, with dashed line denoting time of the local peak negativity of the IED waveform.
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Increasing the size of subdural grid implants is associated with a
higher incidence of adverse effects in patients (27). Large clinical
subdural grids are more rigid and may thereby exert more direct
pressure on the cortical surface and be less able to accommodate cerebral edema that occurs as a result of the grid-induced inflammation, seizures, anesthesia, or surgery (28). The resultant increase in
intracranial pressure could restrict CSF flow or compromise arterial
or venous circulation, impairing local metabolic support and clearance (29). Because NeuroGrids are ultrathin (4 mm thick), conformable, and lightweight, they likely exert negligible pressure on the
cortical surface. Further, physical perforations in the NeuroGrid
array facilitate wrinkle-free placement, allowing circulation and extrusion of CSF in case of increasing intracranial pressure. In all of
our surgical cases, we recorded neurophysiological data without
causing any observable effect on brain tissue, and no adverse events
were reported postoperatively. Although polyimide-based arrays can
be thin (20 to 30 mm), they are not conformable, and polyimide is not
yet recognized as a biocompatible substrate for human use (17, 30, 31).
Despite their thinness, our NeuroGrids were also robust to manipulation by the neurosurgeon with conventional instruments after a short
training session.
NeuroGrids can be scaled in size and varied in geometry depending on the cortical surface area to be covered. This customization can
address both anatomical requirements for different surgical procedures and the spatial scale required for different neuroscientific and
clinical questions. For instance, the instantiation of the NeuroGrid discussed here is composed of grouped electrodes to permit identification
of action potential waveforms from putative single neurons, essential
information for microcircuit analysis. If recording of multiunit activity
is sufficient, electrode positioning can be adjusted to provide uniform
spacing across larger arrays. As stronger links are forged between
electrophysiological patterns and epilepsy surgery outcomes, designs
that acquire the most useful physiological patterns can be established.
Also, NeuroGrids may provide safety and efficacy advantages to routine clinical subdural electrodes in mapping areas that serve functions
such as language and motor control.
We have also addressed how to couple the conformable NeuroGrids with silicon-based technologies (rigid electronics) for data preamplification and transmission. A ZIF connector provides adequate
mechanical stability and allows integration with custom-built or comKhodagholy et al. Sci. Adv. 2016; 2 : e1601027
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mercial amplifiers through a printed circuit board (PCB). Alternatively, the arrays can be directly interfaced with a PCB via ball grid array
soldering techniques. However, we found that this method decreased
the yield of functional NeuroGrid electrodes, possibly due to alignment issues. We minimized the physical size of these backend components to facilitate intraoperative handling but also ensured that data
were multiplexed at this stage to allow transmission of data from up to
128 channels with a single thin, flexible cable. Because the size of
material implanted and the number of cables traversing the subcutaneous tissue are correlated with increased infection rate (32),
our design can simplify the translation of NeuroGrid technology to
postsurgical intrahospital monitoring. Furthermore, NeuroGrids can
be customized into an embedded acquisition system by routing data
directly from the headstage to a miniaturized, attached data storage
device (such as a microsecure digital card) or a closed-loop system
by including a microcontroller for online computation.
In keeping with theoretical and experimental findings of LFP generation and its acquisition by recording electrodes (3, 4, 23, 33–35), we
recorded brain state–dependent patterns of activity during anesthesia
and awake states with the low-impedance, small electrodes of the NeuroGrid. In low-frequency bands, NeuroGrid recordings did not differ
from recorded data acquired by conventional large subdural electrodes. This result suggests that the use of high-resolution, large-scale
NeuroGrids can satisfy current classical clinical diagnostics. Moreover,
NeuroGrid recordings provide highly localized and high-frequency
information that may improve interpretation of lower-frequency
signals. For instance, determination of the anatomical focus that has
the peak amplitude or earliest latency of an IED waveform with high
spatial resolution could help narrow zones of onset and propagation
pathways of epileptiform activity within the cortex (36, 37). Comparing LFP and spiking activity on the same electrode, we demonstrated
spike entrainment to the IED waveform. In the current case, we found
a marked decrease of unit firing immediately after the IED. Because 30
to 50% of neurons typically increase their firing during an IED in the
seizure onset zone (38, 39), it is possible that we recorded outside of
this zone but in a cortical area still affected by post-IED inhibition, as
occurs with propagation of ictal activity (13). Determining spike-LFP
synchrony during IEDs could identify brain regions that are actively
recruited into epileptiform activity, providing a more accurate delineation of epileptogenic brain tissue for possible resection.
5 of 8
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Fig. 4. Coherence of neural activity patterns at millimeter and micrometer scales in anesthetized and awake human subjects. (A) Coherence between recording
electrodes spaced over millimeters at each frequency band in the awake subject using 120-electrode NeuroGrid. Coherence values for pairs of electrodes were averaged in bins of 2 mm and plotted as means ± SEM. (B) Coherence between recording electrodes spaced over millimeters at each frequency band in an anesthetized
subject using 120-electrode NeuroGrid. Conventions as in (A). (C) Coherence between recording electrodes spaced over hundreds of micrometers at each frequency
band in an anesthetized subject using 64-electrode NeuroGrids. Coherence values for pairs of electrodes were averaged in bins of 100 mm and plotted as means ± SEM.
Color conventions as in (A).
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By recording wideband signals from electrodes spaced tens of micrometers to tens of millimeters apart, the spatial spread of LFP and
spiking activity can be quantified in the human brain. The coherence
between mid-g waves (75 to 90 Hz) on separate electrodes decreased
substantially and relatively linearly with distance, illustrating the ability
of high–spatial resolution sampling to identify localized patterns that
represent activity of small populations of neurons (11, 12, 14, 36, 40).
We have established the feasibility and safety of NeuroGrids to
record high-quality electrophysiological signals in anesthetized and
awake human subjects. The simultaneous acquisition of high–spatial
resolution LFP with spiking activity may help interpret physiological
and pathological patterns, without impeding identification of these
patterns currently acquired by clinical arrays and amplifiers. Adaptation of NeuroGrids and associated components for prolonged recordings in patients with epilepsy will advance our capacity to define
neurophysiological signatures and potentially improve the diagnostic
precision of ECoG while reducing morbidity due to invasive electrodes.

Probe fabrication and characterization
The fabrication and patterning of PEDOT/PSS-based NeuroGrids
have been discussed in previous publications (41–43). A projection exposure system was used to deposit and pattern parylene C, Au, Pt, Ti,
and PEDOT/PSS films. First, parylene C was deposited using an SCS
Labcoter 2 to a thickness of 2 mm (to ensure pinhole-free films). We
used 3-(trimethoxysilyl)propyl methacrylate (A-174 Silane) as an adhesion promoter and a dilute solution of industrial cleaner (Micro-90)
as an antiadhesion agent. Next, the film was patterned with a 4.5-mmthick layer of SPR220-45 (Electronic Materials) photoresist and dryetched with a plasma reactive ion etching process (Oxford 80 Plus;
180 W, 50-sccm O2, 3-sccm SF6, 2-sccm CF4 for 15 min). A lift-off process was used to pattern metal pads and interconnects. AZ nLOF 2020
(a negative photoresist) was spin-coated on the parylene film (5500 rpm),
baked at 115°C for 60 s, exposed using a stepper (GCA Autostep 200
DSW i-line Wafer Stepper), and finally developed (MF726 developer). With use of an e-beam metal evaporator (CVC SC4500 at 2.10−6
bars), metallic layers of Ti (10 nm), Pt (150 nm), and Au (50 nm) were
deposited. Lift-off was performed using 1165 stripper (2 hours).
To enhance the conductivity of PEDOT/PSS, a mixture of PEDOT/
PSS aqueous dispersion (PH-1000 from H. C. Stark) and ethylene glycol
(20:5 ml ratio) was prepared and mixed with dodecylbenzenesulfonic
acid (100 ml per 50 ml) and 3 glycidoxypropyltrimethoxysilane (1 weight
%) to adjust surface energy and cross-link, respectively. The resulting
dispersion was spin-coated in two steps with soft bake in between
(120°C, 60 s) at 650 rpm. The films were subsequently baked at
140°C for 1 hour and then immersed in deionized water overnight
to remove any excess low–molecular weight compounds. The electrodes
were characterized in vitro using phosphate-buffered saline solution.
A significantly larger Ag/AgCl wire compared to electrode geometry
served as the reference electrode for impedance spectroscopy and
measurements.
Probe backend design and construction
The NeuroGrid was attached to a custom PCB via a ZIF connector. The
board contained two or four (120 or 240 channel) RHD2164 dies (Intan
Technologies) directly wire-bonded to the board for the purposes of
amplification, digitization, and transmission of the acquired neural signal via a serial peripheral interface protocol to a computer interface
Khodagholy et al. Sci. Adv. 2016; 2 : e1601027
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Intraoperative human subject recordings
Intraoperative human subject recordings were approved by the Institutional Review Board (IRB) at New York University Langone Medical Center (NYULMC) or the IRB at the University of Iowa Hospitals
and Clinics (UIHC). Subjects undergoing epilepsy surgery for placement of clinical subdural ECoG arrays or resection of epileptic tissue
were eligible for the study. Subjects with diffuse cortical lesions, with
developmental disability, or who were less than 18 years of age were
excluded. Informed written consent was obtained from all subjects for
all aspects of the protocol, including publication of photos. All
electronic equipment used in the operating room was checked and
approved by the Clinical Engineering Department at NYULMC or
UIHC. NeuroGrids, headstages, and associated cables were sterilized
using a conventional gas sterilization protocol (97 to 100% ethylene
oxide at 50° to 60°C for 4 hours followed by 12 hours of detoxification). To prevent mechanical damage to the NeuroGrids during
the sterilization procedure, devices were sutured to custom sterilization
boxes and released for use only in the operating room. Recordings
lasted for a maximum of 30 min and were performed either under
anesthesia or during awake craniotomy as determined by the clinical
protocol, attending neurosurgeon, and anesthesiologist. Four recordings
were performed at NYULMC under anesthesia, and one awake craniotomy recording was performed at the UIHC. Placement of the array
was guided by location of craniotomy required for clinical diagnostic
and therapeutic procedures, and by advice of the attending neurosurgeon. Stainless steel reference and ground electrodes were attached
adjacent to the recording area.
Characteristics of human subjects
Of our five subjects, three were female and two were male, ranging
from 24 to 60 years of age. All subjects had epilepsy and were candidates for epilepsy surgery based on either refractory focal seizures or
lesion-related seizures. Array placement was on the superior or middle
temporal gyrus in four subjects, and inferior frontal gyrus in one subject. One subject had a lesion in the vicinity of language areas in the
dominant hemisphere and thus underwent awake craniotomy for
functional language mapping. For recordings performed under anesthesia, different anesthetic regimes were used (subject 1: dexmedetomidine, propofol, and remifantyl; subjects 2 and 3: sevoflurane and
remifentanyl; subject 4: propofol).
Data acquisition and processing
Neurophysiological signals were amplified, digitized continuously at
20 kHz using a headstage directly attached to the NeuroGrid, and
stored for offline analysis with 16-bit format. Data were analyzed
using MATLAB (MathWorks) and visualized using NeuroScope (neurosuite.sourceforge.net). An amplitude threshold method was used to
detect spikes from bandpass-filtered data (0.25 to 2.5 kHz). IEDs were
detected as follows: (i) bandpass filtering at 25 to 80 Hz and signal
rectification, (ii) detection of events where the filtered envelope was
more than two times above baseline, and (iii) elimination of events
where the unfiltered envelope was less than two times above baseline.
Detected IEDs had waveforms consistent with typical interictal spikes
and/or sharp waves. All detections were visually inspected for accuracy
for each recording session.
6 of 8
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

board (RHD2000 evaluation board, Intan Technologies). The ZIF
board was completely covered with medical-grade silicone elastomer
for ease of handling and reduction of sharp edges.
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Clinical data acquisition and processing
For the subject at UIHC, concurrently recorded clinical ECoG was
available. Two conventional subdural strips (Ad-Tech Medical) were
placed in proximity to the NeuroGrid, and neurophysiological signals
were acquired using a Neurofax EEG system, sampled at 500 Hz, and
stored for subsequent offline analysis. These data were imported into
MATLAB and resampled to 1250 Hz for IED detection as described
for the research array data.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
Supplementary material for this article is available at http://advances.sciencemag.org/cgi/
content/full/2/11/e1601027/DC1
table S1. Yield of LFP and spike data from NeuroGrid recordings.
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